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You have a dilemma.  You work for the government of a Muslim-majority market with strong economic 
fundamentals and the desire to convert short-term gains to long-term prosperity.  Knowing that investing 
in SMEs is key to job creation, national competitiveness and long-term economic growth, the 
government has set aside a sizable pool of funds and asked you to head this promising new initiative.  The 
bad news is that funding candidates directly is fraught with challenges.  Announcing an open process of 
submissions will commit you to a time-consuming, laborious and inefficient vetting process.  On the 
other hand, using various proxies—top-tier university degrees, track record, or credit profile—to identify 
the most promising candidates may inadvertently filter out some diamonds in the rough. 
 
Enter crowdfund investing, an efficient and transparent mechanism for the market to identify the most 
promising entrepreneurs and companies for you.  It turns out that a phenomenon which has been making 
headlines as a boon for prospective investors and entrepreneurs is also a promising tool for public sector 
SME initiatives. 
 
What is crowdfund investing? 
Crowdfunding is a simple but transformative concept.  Someone proposes a business, charitable or 
creative project on a crowdfunding website.  If convinced, tens, hundreds or even thousands of individuals 
commit relatively small amounts of capital to support the idea.  Taken together, these contributions are 
significant enough to turn the idea into a commercial reality. In the past, capital came from a single or a 
small handful of funders–most frequently, a single bank. By contrast, a small watch company in California 
named Pebble raised USD 10 million from over 66,000 users of the website Kickstarter in May 2012 [1]. 
Pebble is one of the more extraordinary success stories of crowdfunding to date, and it hints at the 
powerful potential of an industry that is still in its infancy. 
 
Crowdfunding campaigns can be segmented into four classes: donation-based campaigns, rewards-based 
campaigns, lending and investing.  One can differentiate these types of campaigns based on what the 
“funders” receive in exchange for their contribution of capital. In donation-based campaigns, funders gain 
satisfaction from supporting causes they believe in but typically receive nothing tangible in return for their 
capital commitments. Typically, these campaigns are led by civic groups like schools, museums and, of 
course, religious institutions. In rewards-based campaigns, funders receive some kind of “reward” in 
exchange for their capital commitment.  Common rewards in rewards-based campaigns include public 
recognition (e.g. listed as “producer” for a crowdfunded movie), limited-edition goods, and access to 
special events. Most of Pebble’s backers committed between USD 50 and USD 100 in exchange for an 
early edition of the Pebble watch.  In lending campaigns, funders receive their contribution back after a 
specified period of time—often, these same funds can be recycled into other campaigns.   
 
In investing campaigns, funders receive equity in the business. Their capital is not guaranteed, but if the 
business is a hit funders have the potential of realizing significant financial rewards. Because equity-based 
campaigns entail the issuance of securities, crowdfund investing is both the most complex form of 
crowdfunding and the one that has the greatest potential for capital formation.  
 
  

http://kickstarter.com/
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Crowdfunding models 

Model Examples Features Pros Cons 

 
Donation  

 
x JustGiving 

 
Funders donate 
without expecting 
monetary 
compensation 
 

 
x No risk. 

 
x Donors do not acquire securities 

x Entrepreneurs have difficulty raising 
substantial capital 

 
Rewards 

 
x Kickstarter 

x IndieGoGo 

 
Funders receive a 
token gift of 
appreciation or pre-
purchase of a service 
or product 

 
x Low risk (primarily 

fulfillment and fraud 
risk).  

 
x Potential return is small 

x No security is acquired, and there is 
no accountability mechanism 

x Most entrepreneurs may have 
difficulty raising substantial capital 
without a product with mass appeal 
to sell 
 

 
Lending 

 
x Kiva 

x Funding Circle 

 
Funders offer to lend a 
portion of a loan in 
exchange for a 
specified interest rate.  
Business repays the 
loan over time 

 
x Provides capital 

formation opportunity 
for cash flow positive 
businesses 

 
x Loan may be unpaid/loss of 

investment 

x Banking regulation may be unclear 
on individual to business lending 

x May be less popular with Muslim 
users 
 

 
Investing 

 
x CrowdCube* 

x Gate Impact* 

x OfferBoard* 

x SeedInvest* 

 
Funders receive equity 
instruments or profit 
sharing arrangements 

 
x Potential to share in 

the profitability of the 
venture 

x Significant potential 
for financial gain 

x May attract relatively 
large numbers of 
investors 
 

 
x Potential loss of investment 

x Equity holders are subordinate to 
creditors in the event of bankruptcy 

x Securities laws related to crowdfund 
investing may be complex 

 
* Crowdfund Capital Advisors clients  
Crowdfunding is here to stay. One only need look at the growth of crowdfunding to see the evidence. 
From 2010 to 2013, the amount of capital raised worldwide using crowdfunding websites has grown at an 
average rate of 179% per year, and over USD 5 billion is expected to be raised on crowdfunding websites 
in 2013 [3].  
 
 
Early developments in Muslim markets 
Liew Suet Li, a young Malaysian teacher working in a rural area of Malaysia a few hundred miles south of 
Kuala Lumpur raised RM 12,325 (USD 3,870) from funders across the world in early 2013. Using the 
Malaysian crowdfunding site pitchIN, her campaign ultimately enabled the purchase of 750 books for her 
students [9].   
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pitchIN is one of four crowdfunding platforms in Malaysia, 
all established within the last couple of years: Make the 
Pitch, myStartr, pitchIN and SocialSharity.  Other active 
markets include Indonesia (with BursaIde, Pantugan and 
Wujudkan), the UAE (with Aflamnah, Eureeca and 
Goodgate), Egypt (with Shekra and Yomken) and Turkey 
(with Biayda and FonlaBeni).  Nor is Muslim crowdfunding 
limited to the Muslim world.  The rewards-based platforms 
LaunchGood and HalalFunder are based in the United 
States and United Kingdom, respectively, while having 
ummah-wide ambitions.  
 
To date, four platforms offer equity to contributors: 

 
x Dubai-based Eureeca already has a major success 

story: the online skills marketplace Nabbesh.com 
successfully raised USD 100,000 from twenty-three 
investors in just twelve days.   

 
x Kuala Lumpur-based Make the Pitch has a unique 

edge: a reality TV show, now in its third season, gives 
showcased entrepreneurs mass media coverage. 

 
x Lebanon-based Zoomaal (a Crowdfund Capital 

Advisors client) has four institutional backers from 
key Arab markets: Sawari Ventures (Egypt), Middle 
East Venture Partners (Lebanon), National Net 
Ventures (Saudi Arabia) and Wamda (Lebanon).    

 
x Cairo-based Shekra is the first Shari‘a-compliant 

investing platform, with three successful investments 
announced to date: Minbetna (an online 
supermarket), Qptimizer (a retail financial 
application) and Nofoos (an online anonymous 
psychiatric counseling service). 

 
These are still early days for crowdfunding and crowdfund investing in Muslim markets, but the rate at 
which new platforms are being launched suggests that a fundamental shift is underway. 
 
 
 
 

Crowdfunding platforms in 
Muslim markets 
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Crowdfund investing and Islamic finance 
Crowdfund investing and Islamic financial services are inherently compatible and mutually reinforcing. 
 
The philosophical underpinning of the two ideas is similar.  Crowdfund investing builds communities, 
encourages risk sharing, democratizes wealth and channels capital to real economic activity.  Islamic 
finance champions all four.  In fact, the in-built preference for equity over debt in Islamic commercial law 
speaks strongly in favor of crowdfund investing.  Screening the nature of the target business and its capital 
structure are required to ensure compliance, but the basic equity structure fits Islamic finance strongly.  In 
fact, Islamic finance has a strong heritage of linking the financial economy to the real economy and 
ensuring that money is put to work in the production of real goods and services. 
 
In application, too, each idea has a lot to offer the other.  Islamic finance broadens the appeal of 
crowdfund investing in Muslim majority markets.  On a like for like basis, both capital providers and 
capital seekers in these markets have demonstrated a preference for financial services that meet Shari‘a 
requirements.  Since the prohibition of interest is the most widely known such requirement, this 
preference is strongest in debt-based financing.  Even in equity financing, however, we can expect that 
the most successful crowdfunding platforms will also cater to Shari‘a sensitive investors and entrepreneurs. 
 
In turn, crowdfund investing fills a key gap in the spectrum of Islamic financial services available today.  
While the Islamic financial services industry has successfully designed interest-free alternatives to debt-
based financing (typically based on Islamic trade instruments), Islamic equity financing has been more 
elusive.  Crowdfund investing offers a transparent, cooperative and cost effective way to do just that.  In 
addition to independent Islamic crowdfund investing platforms, we may well see the next generation of 
Islamic financial institutions introduce elements of crowdfund investing to their own customers. 
 
Indeed, crowdfund investing offers a concrete illustration of the founding principles and highest ideals of 
Islamic economics and finance.   
 
 
Implications for governments 
Crowdfund investing is a valuable SME funding tool.  For public sector SME initiatives, crowdfund 
investing can speed up two important decisions: how to identify promising ideas and how to exit 
successful companies.   
 
The following aspects of crowdfund investing make it a valuable aid in identifying promising ideas: 
 

x Efficiency: By consolidating a standard set of applicant data on one platform, crowdfund investing 
sites speed up the process of investigating and compare different project ideas, companies and 
management teams.  Investors have access to a variety of rich data: candidate profiles, user feedback 
and how much money has been raised to date.  Open access to this data not only enables decision-
making but also makes it simple to justify your selection of some projects over others. 
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x Transparency:  With open data and social decision-making also comes greater transparency.  Users 
of crowdfunding websites quickly expose fraudulent campaigns and vigorously hold fundraisers to 
account for their promises.  As Ethan Mollick of the Wharton School of Business at the University 
of Pennsylvania testified before the US Congress, less than 0.1% of the funds raised on 
crowdfunding websites is raised by people with no intention of delivering on the promises they 
make.[2] Crowdfund investing is not immune from the risk of fraud (a fraudulent campaign on 
Kickstarter raised nearly $120,000 before users of the news site Reddit.com uncovered the fraud 
and alerted Kickstarter’s security team just in time).  The self-policing nature of the ecosystem is 
nonetheless one of the most attractive aspects of crowdfunding for both users and policy makers. 

 
x Equal economic access: Perhaps the most powerful benefit of crowdfund investing is the opportunity 

for any entrepreneur to try his luck with the crowd.  Class, race, communal and tribal networks—
even one’s credit profile or possession of collateral—fade into the background, leaving the spotlight 
on proven successes and compelling new ideas.  Compare this with the traditional message for 
would-be entrepreneurs, particularly in developing economies: no collateral, no capital, no business. 
(Unequal access to capital is not only a business problem but also a profound social problem.  It is a 
key driver of economic inequality and can also lead to political instability.  Leaders from the Arab 
world and from other nations confirmed this at the Milken Institute 2012 Global Conference, 
agreeing that "a lack of economic opportunity was a major, if not the main, catalyst for the start of 
the Arab Spring."[4]) 

 
The same marketplace that endorses the best ideas can also engage professional investors and angel 
networks to take government-sponsored initiatives to the next level.  Indeed, crowdfund investing is not 
just for new projects but can also help successful small businesses become more stable or grow.  Working 
capital and growth capital constraints are significant in many countries, and crowdfund investing offers a 
powerful new way for business owners to convert their customers and fans into investors and brand 
ambassadors.  Following the same logic, a public sector SME fund can introduce or reintroduce its 
sponsored businesses to a crowdfund investing platform in order to identify new investors for later stages 
of funding.  This is only the beginning.  By taking a proactive role in the introduction of crowdfund 
investing in their particular markets, governments can co-develop platforms that meet the specific needs 
of the public sector.   
 
Crowdfund investing requires an ecosystem.  Credible crowdfunding systems require more than 
entrepreneurs and willing investors. They also need supportive ecosystems and enabling factors, including 
forward-thinking regulations, effective technological solutions and cultures that can adapt to this new 
investment vehicle.   

 

Key factors facilitating the development of a functioning crowdfunding ecosystem include: 
 

x a regulatory framework that leverages the transparency, speed and scale that advances in technology 
and the Internet can deliver to early-stage funding marketplaces; 
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x strong social media market penetration and Internet usage necessary to harness demographic and 
technology trends to drive collaboration and cultural shifts; 
 

x a regulated marketplace that facilitates capital formation while providing prudent investor 
protections through education and training as well as regulation; and 
 

x collaboration with entrepreneurial events and hubs like business plan competitions, incubators, 
accelerators and co-working spaces in order to create a funnel for opportunity and prudent 
oversight once funded. 

 
The crowdfunding ecosystem 

 
 
Crowdfund investing may be useful to support existing efforts via angel networks, incubators, accelerators, 
co-working spaces and universities to generate innovation and entrepreneurship.   It can be employed at 
various parts of the entrepreneurial process.  Depending on what infrastructure currently exists, where 
gaps in success are occurring and how best to build the ecosystem, governments, investors, universities 
and other multi-lateral organizations can provide education to both communities and entrepreneurs in 
how best to use crowdfund investing, what the risks and potential benefits may be, and how to integrate 
these efforts into larger economic development planning. 
 
 
Action plan 
Introducing crowdfund investing in a market should not be a stand-alone strategy.  In fact, it is most 
powerful when leveraged in conjunction with existing initiatives and programs to create jobs by building 
entrepreneurial capacity and innovation. 
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Here is an action plan for governments interested in facilitating or co-developing crowdfund investing: 
 

1. Conduct analysis to assess gaps in current job creation and entrepreneurship programs.  Too 
often, training and mentorship programs are developed in the absence of funding solutions, 
leaving entrepreneurs to fend for themselves or to compete for scarce capital from angel or 
venture investors.  The outputs of such an assessment should include an identification of gaps and 
challenges, the size of the funding needed, and a roadmap for achieving higher success rates. 
 

2. Draft enabling legislation and regulation. Draw on the experience of crowdfunding legislation in 
other markets to introduce ‘light touch’ regulation that protects market participants without 
deterring investment.  Design the regulations to meet the needs of Shari‘a sensitive investors and 
entrepreneurs.  As this is a new way of doing business, consider engaging fresh participants in this 
discussion—including entrepreneurs, angel investors and social media experts. 
 

3. Where appropriate, co-develop crowdfunding platforms or support services.  While some 
governments will wish to wait for market solutions to emerge, others may be ready to step in to 
fast-track crowdfund investing.  Choices to consider include the right business model or blend of 
business models (donation, rewards, lending or investing), whether the platform should be Shari‘a 
compliant by default or in parallel, the right blend of accredited vs. new investors, matching 
programs to fund the ‘last mile’ for promising companies and designing successful exit options for 
public sector SME initiatives. 
 

4. Build capacity for crowdfunding, investors and entrepreneurs.  Crowdfunding requires 
appropriate training and support for both entrepreneurs (on how to raise money via crowdfunding 
effectively) and investors (on what to expect from a new asset class).   
 

5. Integrate with existing initiatives.  Crowdfund investing is not a standalone initiative.  While it 
may initially require a single champion, crowdfund investing should be integrated across the 
various ministries and agencies responsible for regulation, market development, Islamic finance, 
SMEs, entrepreneurship and innovation.  Look for opportunities to add crowdfunding to existing 
programs in order to accelerate success and to make the best use of existing budgets. 

 
 
Conclusion 
Crowdfunding isn't just a new fad—it's a powerful new technology to fuel the development of a vibrant 
entrepreneurial culture that strengthens communities and economies.  Muslim majority markets that 
manage this process successfully may be able to make significant advances in their entrepreneurial 
economies by creating regulatory frameworks that facilitate entrepreneurship, by seeding innovative 
technology enterprises and by accommodating the needs of Shari‘a sensitive investors and entrepreneurs.  
 
 
For more information or for advice on how to introduce crowdfund investing to your market, please 
contact Jason Best at jason@theccagroup.com or Aamir A. Rehman at aamir.rehman@fajrcapital.com. 
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